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Hackers against stereotypes

 (Interests of the club beyond the PC to the field of IT forms a unique "creativity" (IRIN

Labib Fahmy - Brussels

Meet every Tuesday evening in a garage for cars is one of the popular
neighborhoods of the city of Brussels called the "Hakrspec" (space pirates) .. The

door remains open for anyone who wants access to their world, these pirates do
not care to break the codes to access computers or access to passwords or bank

.cards numbers

All these ideas are typical for them and are desperately trying to fight it, do not

hesitate in the story the story of starting groups hackers in the eighties of the last
century as a reminder that the main objective is always defined as stresses Peter

Hermance - A managers Belgian club - of the island, with the assurance that
members of the "Alhakrspec" against cyber crime categorically, and will not

.hesitate to expel any member seeks to piracy is not owned by a computer

?Pirate or hacker
says Pascal, who is the mastermind of the club "I am against this idea that you

want to be equal between hackers and pirates. Because of this confusion people
feel concerned when they hear the word hacking, knowing that the pirates are the
real hiding, The group of Anonymous do not want to be identified , but in this type

" .of club is not a hiding

He says another member of the hacker is Kalmbda who likes to open a device as
radio or television, for example, to see how it works and how it can be improved or

.how it can be converted to another device

And confirms Peter Hermance that the main objective of the establishment of the
club is "the exchange of knowledge and expertise in the first place, when be a

member a new experience in any field related to informatics and technology, we
can try to give to others .. It's a matter of give and take," The exchange of

.knowledge through organizing training workshops involving interested subscribers
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A scanner for books made from the
remains of cleaning machine,

(cameras, scanners glass (IRIN

Part 14

He adds that these workshops are sometimes beyond the fields of computers and
electronics to include topics related to Banagarh, cooking, etc., the important thing

.is to exchange experiences, he said

Consumerism
and specialty group to meet her weekly on Tuesdays to answer questions posed by

some members regarding issues related to programming or technology. It also
raises other projects to be implemented mostly focused on the re-use of electronic

.materials instead of disposal and what that might mean to harm nature

There is a consensus among all members of the
Club "Hakrspec" to reject consumerism

excessive. In this context, refers to Pascal that
"there is in this room many of the members of

productions, from eggs to the spokesman
bicycle music, through a scanner for books

made from the remains of cleaning machine,
".cameras, auto glass areas

The key issue for the members of the club is to
try to creativity, and they look to their beautiful
art pieces. And participation in meetings and in

the process of implementing an open and collective projects, there is no such thing
.as personal property or property in the club

The club has a "Hakrspec" in Belgium recipe non-profit association, which pays to
rely on the contributions and the contributions of its members who are growing

every day, according to managers of the club. There are branches in many Arab
countries such as Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco, but it does not exist any connections

between the various members of these clubs that retain their freedom to work and
.the full deal

Source : Al Jazeera

Reader Comments
Published comments do not reflect the opinion of the island, but reflect the opinion

of the owners

Munther - Nagoya
How can I find it odd that they gather in public was issued a European law

prohibits the penetration of any electronic or programming applications no
matter how hackers target
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Work can be - Dubai
I notice that there is a desire of the island to adopt the Arabic language

without any reference to the English language. Thanks to this trend. But the
proposal was referred to the original, and is often in English, through a link

mentioning it in this language. For example, The group of Anonymous, a link
can be made to refer to the original and it is here necessary. And a double

.benefit for those who know a foreign language
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Alfred - Sutje
Greet these young people and the natural look of ordinary young people in

the Arab countries spend their time how? Sometimes Sports do not read do
not know do not practice that trend does not train do not volunteer do not
think about not thinking does not seek the will does not does not does not

resolve the deficit, which means the ability of destruction. I say very briefly
that the sky does not rain gold or silver. Must invest the time to best exploit

it and profit no loss, the experience and knowledge is required here and
there and in all fields to get to work and the role and function. And only lost

!(...) sleep or sleeping. Seek
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